
Sound Editing in Audacity for Oral Historians by Alan Coady

Introduction

This course is intended for oral historians but may be useful to anyone interested in editing 
spoken word files (mp3, wav etc.) The program discussed is called Audacity and is a free 
download. You can find it here. Audacity is installed on almost every school computer in 
East Lothian. At the time of writing, I am under the impression that the John Gray Centre 
(in partnership with whom this course is being written) is hoping to have copies installed on 
their PCs.

Audacity can be used for recording but the variables are too many to be able to cover all 
bases in this type of distance learning.

So, for the purposes of this course, we need to assume that users already have in their 
possession spoken word files in mp3 or wav format. I use a Zoom H2 for all audio 
recording. There are many of these in East Lothian secondary schools - and possibly 
primary schools too. They are intuitive to use. Some years ago I posted a review on 
Amazon which might give some idea of its qualities.

Menus versus Keyboard Shortcuts.

I know several people who have suffered RSI from too much PC mouse wielding. I've 
never been a mouse fan and prefer keyboard shortcuts. However, I realise that 
preferences vary and so will provide both in the format, Menu command (keyboard 
shortcut) e.g. File/Save As (Alt+F/A) in either case the / represents a discrete part of the 
command and + means that the two keys either side of it will be held down simultaneously.

Layout

A picture paints a thousand words and this course relies on many screen prints to avoid 
lengthy descriptions. These can result in seemingly erratic page breaks as there is often 
insufficient room for the next screen print on the existing page. At 25 pages long, I imagine 
most people reading this electronically....

Opening a file

Method 1 (when you are sure of the name of a file and where it is)

With Audacity already open, go to File/Open (Ctrl+O) then navigate your way to the file in 
the normal Windows way.

Method 2 (when you have located the file by searching)

Find the file - Right-Click and select Open with and choose Audacity.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/review/R3UTEHXWEUB7Z3
http://www.amazon.co.uk/review/R3UTEHXWEUB7Z3
http://www.johngraycentre.org/
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/


Saving or Exporting a file

Audacity converts audio files into its own format for editing purposes. This means that 
when you close the file, or program, what you choose very much depends on whether or 
not you have completed the edit.

If you have finished editing and hope simply to produce the finished mp3 - then Export: 
File/Export (Alt+F/E)

Choose a destination and file name in the normal Windows way. Here you have another 
choice though - mp3 or another format. Audacity defaults to mp3 - very probably because 



these files are 1/10 the size of a wav. However, if you prefer wav then you can choose as 
below:

If you have more work to do later, then save as an Audacity Project - the file extension of 
which is .aup. File/Save Project As (Alt+F/A). At this stage, Audacity feels the need to 
warn you that you are about to save a file which only Audacity can open. But you knew 
that, eh?

As you can see, you can turn off this warning then you would name and address the file in 
the usual way - ready to open later and continue your edit.

As with all time-saving-and-consuming computer work, I heartily recommend saving as 
you go. I save several times-a-minute - extreme, I know but why repeat work? If you are of 
this mind-set, then you will in the course of your work end up using both methods 
described above - one until you are finished and another when your are finished. To save 
as you go is the same as most Windows programs File/Save Project (Ctrl+S)

Seeing what you're doing

Zooming

The most important setting is returning to normal after possible extremes of scale: 
View/Zoom Normal (Ctrl+2)



Zooming in - to see in more detail: View/Zoom In (Ctrl+1) - this operation can be 
repeated until you reach the scale you need.



Zooming out - to get more of a sense of the big picture: View/Zoom Out (Ctrl+3)

Fit in window - to see the whole file and lets you check on total length (in time) which may 
be reducing as more and more cuts are being made: View/Fit in Window (Ctrl+F)

Fit Vertically - this is really only appropriate where there are many tracks (more applicable 
to music than spoken word - although we will come across this later). However, if you are 



merging many files into one, there may be a moment when you have any files open: 
View/Fit Vertically (Ctrl+Shift+F)

Fit to Selection - for fine detailed work e.g. the removal of an expletive which somehow 
slipped in: highlight section (the darkened part below) then View/Zoom to Selection 
(Ctrl+E)



..this selected part would then fill the entire screen - allowing you to removed single 
syllables.

Navigating around the track

In the case of a long track, it could be handy to know the timings of key moments. Note 
that the time is marked above the track. Many would prefer to deal with this intuitively, but 
for those keen on detail and figures, here is a breakdown of the ways in which the timings 
can appear. Depending on the scale to which you've zoomed, time markings could denote:

• seconds and 1/10ths of seconds when you are zoomed in close
• seconds and half-seconds with smaller divisions merely marked and not numbered
• seconds only - with half-seconds markers (not numbered)
• 5 second division with one-second markers (not numbered)
• 15-second divisions with 5-second gaps markers (not numbered)
• 30-second divisions with 10-second markers (not numbered)
• minutes with 15-second markers (not numbered)
• minutes with 30-second markers (not numbered)
• 5-minute divisions with minute markers (not numbered)
• 15-minute divisions with 5-minute markers (not numbered)
• 30-minute divisions with 10-minute markers (not numbered)
• 60-minute divisions with 15-minute markers (not numbered)
• 120-minute divisions with 30-minute markers (not numbered)
• 360-minute divisions with hourly markers (not numbered) - surely only used by 

scrutinisers such as CIA, KGB, MI5!

Go to Beginning of file - Rewind Button or Home Key - or use Audacity's keyboard 
shortcut - J

Go to End of file - Forward Wind Button or End Key - or use Audacity's keyboard 
shortcut - K

If you're searching for a, say, particular sentence in an interview, and you know roughly 
where it should be - click on the file and press Play/Space Bar - keep trying until you get 
there.. 

Listening to a file - before editing

One way to approach editing a file - and this is particularly useful if it was recorded some 
time ago - is to listen through, without stopping - and without getting bogged down in the 
minutiae of editing before you have a sense of the big picture. It may be handy to keep a 
notepad handy and jot down timings of areas requiring attention.

To Play a file either press the Space Bar or use the video-style controls at the top-left of 
the screen

Once you get into editing, you'll need to stop, replay and focus in on particular parts.

To Pause a file - hit the Space Bar again - or use the Pause Button above - the former is 
much quicker.



Selecting passages for listening/editing 

- drag the mouse across the passage - you'll see it darken - in this case, between 30'' and 
45''. When you press Play or Space Bar, only this bit will play. The cursor will stop at 45''

You may need time to think (or act) here but if you want to listen to exactly the same 
passage again, then hit Play or Space Bar again.

If, however, you know in advance that several hearings are going to be necessary - in the 
event of a difficult accent, for example - then the passage can be looped for repeated 
playings. For this, press Shift+Space Bar. You could opt for Shift+Play Button but this is 
a bit of a faff. To put an end to what can become quite baffling or even irritating repetition, 
simply hit Space Bar again. 

Topping and tailing

The most commonly required piece of editing - even in a perfect recording - is to remove 
the pauses between pressing Record and the start of the talking - and between the last 
word and the recorder being switched off. In the example below, you can see the opening 
silence has been selected, by dragging the mouse across this passage. To get rid of it, 
simply press Delete - then repeat for the closing silence. Remember these are rarely 
silences in the true sense of the word - more like what radio people refer to as dead air. 
Often the sounds of people sitting down or adjusting posture are captured - not really 
thrilling listening.



Inserting Silence

Hot on the heels of the previous operation, this may seem a bizarre suggestion. Why 
would you want to do that? Well, you could consider it a form of punctuation - when one 
sentence follows too quickly on the heels of the previous one.

In the example below, the cursor has been placed at 30'' where a longer space might be 
desirable. Generate/Silence (Alt+G/S)



You will then be a dialogue box appear into which you need to enter the desired length of 
silence - in seconds. Those with a keen eye will notice that this is a drop-down box and 
smaller units could be used - really more for editing for film.... Our purpose here, though, is 
to keep sentences apart and so multiples and not fractions of a second are required. The 
maximum is 100,000. I'd be more likely to choose 000,003 - simply use the cursors to 
navigate to the units column.

Amplifying/balancing volumes

In the depiction of sound in programs such as Audacity, loud sounds are represented by 
tall wave forms and quiet ones by shorter/narrower ones. In the example below, you can 
see that the passage between 30''-45'' is very quiet - perhaps a quiet speaker has joined 
the discussion.

We need to amplify this passage and there are two approaches to this.



The first approach is the more straightforward and could be described as overly-
democratic. This would be to select the entire file, and amplify it to the max - evening 
things out. Note the program defaults for you to a level which will avoid distortion. Select 
All (Ctrl+A) then Effect/Amplify (Alt+C/A)

When the box containing the slider (with which you adjust the level appears) you'll notice a 
suggested level of 1.9

This represents the maximum level to which the entire file can be taken, while ensuring 
quality of sound - without distortion. So, put your faith in it, and press Enter.

The effect of this is to bring all those in the discussion to the same level - very democratic 
but not really a true representation of the varying individuals in the room. For a more 
individualistic approach, you would simply select, by dragging the mouse, the passage of 
the quiet speaker, between 30''-45'', repeat the amplifying procedure and then, by use of 
the slider, experiment until you find the best level.

Reducing Volume

Why would you want to do this? One use concerns adding music to your file which we'll 
come to later. The other seems slightly complicated but hopefully will make sense in a 
moment or two.

Going back for a moment to our quiet speaker and the need to amplify.... If you hope 
democratically to amplify the whole file, then the amount you are allowed to do this will be 
limited by the volume of the loudest person. If they are near the max, then it will not be 
possible to amplify by much. If you were to bring the loud passage down a little, you could 



then amplify the entire passage by a larger amount. In the example below, you'll see that 
the passage from 15''-30'' is much louder than the rest. 

Simply repeat the steps as before - but this time - pull the slider to the left to reduce 
volume. Some trial and error will be necessary here. Remember the classic Window 
command for Undo (Ctrl+Z).

Once you're happy that the respective volumes match one another a little more, then 
repeat the global amplification process we did earlier - clicking OK to accept the suggested 
distortion-avoiding level.
 
Slowing Down Speech

One of the symptoms of nervous excitability is accelerated speech. This can make it 
difficult to make out what people are saying. If you have an example of this in a recording, 
you can slow that passage down.

Before we do that, a quick word about Pitch, Speed & Tempo.

Remember that, in the old days, recording was done on tape. Changing speed meant also 
changing pitch - increasing speed raised pitch and reducing speed lowered pitch. I suspect 
that the intuitive creators of Audacity realised that many users would have grown up in the 
tape era, and have taken pains to avoid disaster. Let me explain how they have set out the 
options:

Change Pitch - this raises or lowers only pitch and not speed (by use of the slider) 
Change Speed - this raises or lowers both pitch and speed - in proportion to one another 
(like tape)
Change Tempo - this raises or lowers only speed and not pitch - this is the one we want!



In the example below, the speaker from 30''-45'' is on a roll and needs to be slowed down 
so that listeners can understand. Select the passage by dragging the mouse across it, 
then Effect/Change Tempo (Alt+C/CCC)

When you press Enter to accept the choice, another box containing a slider will appear. 
There are some complex looking options but the best way is to experiment by moving the 
slider to the left and repeating the process until you are happy with the result:



Accelerating speech

Once again, this may seem a possibly counter-intuitive suggestion. There are few people 
speak so slowly that their speech would need to be accelerated. Imagine however, that 
you have a compilation file of your work that you would like to offer to a friend on a CD. If 
the length of the file were 84 mins - then it wouldn't fit on a CD. If you increased the tempo 
slightly - it would fit and still sound fine. Select All (Ctrl+A) then repeat the above steps, 
taking care to move the slider to the right to increase tempo.

Merging files

If you had recorded a series of interviews on a variety of dates but hoped to present them 
all as one piece of work, then you would import then all into the same file. There are really 
two stages to this process:

1. importing new files into an existing project
2. overcoming the problem caused by them all coinciding at the beginning of the file - 

effectively playing simultaneously and therefore unintelligibly.

Importing Files

To import a new file into an existing project, File/Import/Audio (Ctrl+Shift+I)

 
You would then repeat this process until all the tracks you needed were in the one window. 
Although it's possible to move tracks up and down, life would be simpler if you imported 
the tracks in the order you wanted them to be heard.



The sample below features four conversations and, as you can imagine, we may have to 
rely on our Viewing skills from above to be able to see them all. This is a vertical problem 
and so View/Fit Vertically is the solution (Ctrl+Shift+F) - see below:

I've also fitted the tracks horizontally and you'll see that, magically, each track is 1 minute 
long.

This means that played back to back, instead of simultaneously as they would be in the 
present set-up, the final track will last approx 4 minutes. Clearly, continuous changes of 
viewing perspective might be required as you go along - let's not detail them all here as 
you already know how to do this.

The first track can stay as it is, as we want this to be the first heard. Before attempting to 
move the others along a bit we need to be sure that we have selected the correct track 
and that we are not inadvertently moving a track whose placing had already been fixed. 
You can tell which track is selected for operations as is is darkened - see below - the 2nd 
track has been selected:



In order for this track not to play while the 1st track is playing we need to move it forward 
by approximately 1 minute. Sadly, we can't simply drag tracks horizontally. Can you guess 
how this might be done? It's a procedure we did earlier - although for a different reason...

The answer is to generate a 1-minute silence at the beginning of the track. Before this, 
though, we need to ensure we are at the beginning of the track. So, once you are sure you 
have selected Track 2, then choose from the following three options to get the cursor to 



the beginning: Rewind or Home Key, or J. Then Generate/Silence (Alt+G/S) and, taking 
care to get the cursor in the correct place (units/tens/hundreds etc.) choose 60 seconds:

The resulting situation should look like this:

and you can see that some Viewing changes might be in order:

Here is the adjusted view with Track 3 selected ready for similar treatment:



This time, however, we need Track 3 to have 120 seconds of silence:

Once again, we'd adjust the View and prepare to nudge Track 4 along:



The final, adjusted view would look like this:

We can now see that a little adjustment might be in order. For example, it looks like Track 
3 might begin while Track 2 is still playing. This is easily fixed in a trial and error kind of 
way. Simply click on any part of a silence which you think might be a little short - and 
generate a few more seconds. If you over do it - the solution is even more simple - more 
intuitive - just Select and Delete what you don't need.

Before exporting an mp3 of this new mix, you might want to consider the overall balance of 
volumes. Remember, if the recordings all took place on different days, in different 
locations, then many acoustical variations will have crept into the situation.

Adding music

Most spoken word radio programmes use music as a form of punctuation. Music is used to 
introduce and to round off items. Shorter bursts of music are often used to separate 
sections within the same item.

Importing Music into a project

Audacity doesn't know whether a file contains music or speech. Importing music follows 
exactly the same procedures as we used above to import additional spoken work files into 
a project.

Let's imagine that we want the same four-conversation project we used above to benefit 
from the addition of music. For reasons of continuity - and minimum distraction from 
subject matter - we'll use the same musical extract. However, we'll use a 15'' passage for 



intro and outro but reduce this to 5'' to separate conversations. Firstly, we import the track - 
we can worry about further editing once it's there:

You can see that the music is longer than we'll need. However, rather than simply have the 
music stop dead at 15'' when the first speech enters, let's fade it out over, say, 3''. So we 
therefore need to cut the music track down to 18'' and this sort of accuracy will require us 
to Zoom In (Ctrl+1)

Although it hasn't come out on this screen print, a pointing finger icon will appear as you 
approach the cursor set at the 18'' mark. Simply drag the mouse right from here to select 
the remainder of the track for Deletion.



Fade Out

We now need to select 15''-18'' on the Music Track and then go to Effect/Fade Out 
(Alt+C/FF)

 
When it comes to selecting small passages such as this, I favour using the Shift and 
Cursor Keys for fine navigation. Click as near as you can get with the mouse, but fine-
tune with the Cursor Keys to align exactly - then used Shift+Cursor Key to move from 
15''-18'' The process of aligning the fading music with the entry of the first spoken word, 
can be fine-tuned using the add/delete Silence trick we learned above. Trial and error 
really the way to go - and it's very quick. All such crossover points will need adjustment as 
the process goes on and only experience will teach you the best order to do things so as 
to minimise this process of adjustment. It all may seem a bit finicky but it really is worth it 
for professional sounding results.

Fade In

Depending on the type of music you have chosen, you may want to include a Fade In for 
the introductory music. Certainly, we'll want both Fade In and Fade Out for the shorter 
transitional passages between conversations.

For the initial Fade In, go to the start of the Music Track and select from 0''-3''. Then go to 
Effect/Fade In (Alt+C/F)

Transitional Music

So far we haven't really touched upon those much loved Windows commands - 
Copy/Paste. In the spoken word context, this makes sense as we really don't want to hear 
the same thing twice (unless it's poetry) and so there is little to be gained from copying. 
However, when it comes to music, this is exactly what we want. Remember, it is 
functioning as punctuation, and we are happy enough to use the same few punctuation 
marks over and over.



Before deciding which part of the intro music we want to copy for transitional music, we 
need to Generate Silence to get us roughly to the right place. So, place the cursor at the 
end of the music and Generate, say, a 1-minute Silence. Some re-scaling might help our 
view here...

You'll notice I've taken the Blue Peteresque liberty here of aligning the speech tracks more 
or less where they need to be - some further spacing will be necessary to insert 
transitional music.

Place the cursor at the end of the silence which follows the introductory music. To select 
from there back to the start use Shift+J or Shift+Home Key (or drag mouse if you prefer). 
Then copy the passage Edit/Copy (Ctrl+C)



Replace the cursor at the end of the selected section to paste - Edit/Paste (Ctrl+V)

You'll notice that we've cleverly included the silence too, which helps to keep things apart.

Suppose you want 5'' worth of separation music with a 2'' fade in and out at the ends. We 
need to choose a 9'' section - trial and error will help you get a feel for this. Here is my 9'' 
selection:



I now need to Select and Delete to the left and right of my chosen passage before I can 
consider fade in and out. Note . . . when you're Deleting it doesn't matter if the passage 
moves along the time line due to deleting on the left - we can always Generate and Delete 

Silence to get the positioning  exactly right. In the sample below, you'll see that I've done 
that and that the transitional music is roughly aligned to take us from conversation 1 to 
conversation 2.



I now need to perform the Fade In and Fade Out as we did before. This will require quite a 
bit of Zooming In and fine cursor control

Once this process is complete, you now have the perfect transition music for all your 
change-overs and need simply copy, paste and align. We also have our Outro music - 
because this should really be the same as Intro music. Remember - if you chose not to 
have a fade in at the very opening, you may now need to insert one for the Outro - but it all 
depends on the music you choose*.

Balancing music with speech

There is every chance that music tracks may be much louder than spoken word tracks, in 
which case some more balancing may be required.

*On a cautionary note, beware of breeching copyright by including music for which you 
have not acquired permission. To avoid trouble, let me invite you to use some music I have 
recorded. If you go to www.loveburns.co.uk you'll find a YouTube demo of tracks from an 
album of Burns Songs and other things I recently recorded with a singer. The tracks up for 
grabs are the instrumental ones: 3, 7, 10.

Next Steps?

So, what can you do with your new-found skills in sound editing? As hinted earlier, you 
might want to compile some interviews on a CD. Alternatively, you might want to join in 
East Lothian's blogging world on eduBuzz with an oral history blog. Why not have a look at 
some blogs here? If you are interested, you could contact David Gilmour on 
dgilmour@eastlothian.gov.uk

If you have any questions at all, then please contact me on the following link:

http://edubuzz.org/alancoady/4-lesson-support-pages/any-questions/

Good luck with your sound editing.

Alan Coady

http://edubuzz.org/alancoady/4-lesson-support-pages/any-questions/
http://edubuzz.org/user-blogs/
http://edubuzz.org/blogs

